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Abstract: An Indigenous language partnership presents its literature as a self-affirming act of 

revitalization. The language is N̓syilxčn̓ (also known as Salish, N̓səl̓xčin̓, n̓qilxʷčn̓, Okanagan, 

Okanagan-Colville, and Interior Salish). Creation of literature is an integral component of our 

revitalization strategy which includes adult lessons, a full-time immersion nest, and a full-time 

immersion school. For our revitalization strategy, please visit www.thelanguagehouse.ca and 

www.salishschoolofspokane.org.  
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1 Background  

The authors are language activists. Syilx Language House Association (SLH) was formed in 2015 

as a collaboration between the first author, Westbank First Nation, Penticton Indian Band, 

Osoyoos Indian Band, Okanagan Indian Band, and the Okanagan Nation Alliance. The SLH 

mandate is simple, to create new speakers, and support a community of learners. For our 

revitalization strategy see www.thelanguagehouse.ca. Syilx is also known as Salish, Okanagan, 

Okanagan-Colville, Interior Salish, and sqilxʷ. Our language is N̓syilxčn̓, also known as n̓qilxʷčn̓, 

Salish, N’səl̓xčin̓, Okanagan, Salish, Interior Salish, and Okanagan-Colville, and simply the 

language. N̓syilxčn̓ spans the border across Southern BC and Northern Washington. In this 

contribution, the authors collaboratively present Syilx literature as a benefit to present and future 

language learners.  

The authors first respectfully introduce ourselves:  

 

 
* Syilx Language House expresses gratitude to the dozen Elders who continue to trust us to record their 

stories, including K̓ninm̓tm̓ taʔ nq̓ʷic̓tn̓ Grouse Barnes, C̓alúpa Adam Gregoire, Kʷuxaʔstmínaʔ Victor 

Antoine, Sʕamtíc̓aʔ Sarah Peterson, Cwy̓ləx Thomas Pierre, Saláwaʔt Tony Qualtier, Ułxanic̓a Larry 

Kenoras, Q̓iyusálxqn̓ Herman Edward, Qʷəl̓mnalqs Theresa Ann Terbasket, Qʷayxn̓mítkʷ Jane Stelkia, 

Snm̓ptp̓íc̓aʔ Theresa Dennis, K̓ʷúykʷi Joe McGinnis, and my dear friend twiʔ (the late) Kiʔláwnaʔ Andrew 

McGinnis. Please visit our website to download their works: www.thelanguagehouse.ca (click Elder 

Recordings). I pray for the revitalization of our language — kn̓ čk̓ʕam̓ mi əłxʷlal iʔ n̓qʷiltn̓tət. Gratitude to 

Xáʔtma Sqilxʷ Flynn Wetton for recording this story, his sister St̓aʔqʷálqs Hailey Causton and our čapsíw̓s 

Səxʷt̓ums Krista Lindley for breathing life into the language nest and their children. Gratitude to our 

families, the Bands which make up the Syilx Nation, First Peoples Culture Council, Okanagan Nation 

Alliance for continued support, the Enowkin Centre and Caylx Richard Armstrong for inspiring my love of 

language. Always, ny̓ʕay̓p, gratitude, limlm̓t, to Sʕam̓tíc̓aʔ Sarah Peterson, Chris Parkin, LaRae Wiley, and 

the Salish School of Spokane for trailblazing leadership, kindness, and mentorship (www. 

salishschoolofspokane.org).  
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way̓ iskʷíst Sʔímlaʔxʷ. sqilxʷ uł suyápix isʕax̌ʷíps. inkʷuʔkʷúpsaʔ Lucy Simla 

naʔł Francis Xavier Richter iʔ skʷskʷistsəl̓x. k̓l syilxʷúlaʔxʷ kiʔ kn̓ mut nax̌m̓ł t̓l 

n̓ʔiƛ̓l̓tk kiʔ kn̓ ƛ̓x̌əx̌ptwílx. ʔupn̓kstəłʔasíl spin̓tk way̓ tl̓ lut suxʷn̓ isnqsílxʷ uł lut 

kn̓ t̓a čqʷl̓qʷilt n̓qilxʷčn̓. kn̓ ʔimx k̓l sql̓xʷúlaʔxʷ miʔ suxʷn̓ isnəqsílxʷ uł 

my̓pnwíłn iʔ n̓ʔak̓ʷúl̓mn̓tət naʕł sqəl̓xʷčawt. k̓iʔk̓m̓ kʷuʔ sl̓mintm̓ iʔ 

n̓qʷl̓qʷiltn̓tət. kn̓ sčm̓am̓áy̓aʔx uł kn̓ səxʷm̓am̓áyaʔm̓ t n̓qilxʷčn̓ iʔ l̓ n̓qilxʷčníłxʷ. 

ʕápnaʔ kʷu n̓łəqʷčin̓. kn̓ čk̓ʕam̓ miʔ kʷu ksn̓tłtłčínaʔx. — My name is Sʔímlaʔxʷ. 

My roots are Syilx and Euro-Canadian. My great-great-grandparents are Lucy 

Simla from Nkmaplqs and F. X. Richter from Bohemia. I live near Westbank 

and grew up in northern BC. I moved to Syilx territory twelve years ago to get 

to know my Syilx family, learn Syilx ways of being and our language. I 

completed my PhD in Indigenous Language Revitalization and formed the Syilx 

Language House. Learning our language strengthens our identity, culture, 

communities, land-based practices, Title and Rights, and sovereignty, and is 

intimately connected to the health of our communities. I pray for new learners to 

achieve advanced fluency.   

 

K̓ninm̓tm̓ taʔ n̓q̓ʷic̓tn̓ Grouse Barnes lives in Westbank, BC; a member of 

Westbank First Nation. His parents are Emily Michelle and Dennis Barnes. At 

65 years of age, he and Q̓iyusálxqn̓ are two of the youngest N̓syilxčn̓ speakers. 

Grouse is an active member and mentor of the Syilx cultural community. He 

and his daughter St̓aʔqʷálqs are a strong recording team. He recorded the story 

in this article with his son, Xatma Sqilxʷ Flynn Wetton.  

 

way̓ p yʕaʕát, My name is Christina Hardwick, my Salish name, Q̓ʷɬm̓tal̓qs. I 

was born in Spokane, WA and raised in Usk on the Kalispel reservation. I now 

am working at the Salish School of Spokane learning and speaking the Colville-

Okanagan language. I teach and am currently creating curriculum. Some of the 

curriculum I have done was help transcribe our Elders’ stories from our 

neighbors from up north. These stories gave me a feeling like I personally know 

these Elders. When they speak, it feels like I am there. Other stories were 

informative on things to do to keep you healthy, like drinking rose water daily. I 

feel blessed to be able to help with this work. lim̓lm̓tx.  

 

pútiʔ kʷu sʔalá. kʷu səčnql̓qil̓xʷčn̓x. — We are still here. We are speaking 

n̓qilxʷčn̓.  

 

Currently, SLH partners with our sister organization, Ti Kʷu Ti X̌ilx Indigenous Associaton 

(TKI), to run a flourishing language immersion nest with toddlers, parents, and staff. We know 

that our language will thrive if it is spoken every day, so we created a full-time domain of use. It 

is a challenge that we consider our role and responsibility as people. In our combined program, 

the SLH and TKI staff study language ten hours a week and deliver immersion to toddlers thirty 

hours a week. The SLH delivered a four-year, 2,000-hour adult fluency program from 2015-19, 

with great success.  

In the past dozen years, the Salish School of Spokane (SSoS) has been leading the way in 

N̓syilxčn̓ curriculum development, creating fluent speakers, and teaching methods. Their school 

serves approximately 75 children aged 1–18, with a staff of approximately 20 adults, all strongly 

on the path to fluency. At SSoS, class sizes are small, everything is in immersion, and staff 
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receive ten hours a week of intensive language training. On top of that, they create cutting edge 

N̓syilxčn̓ curriculum for adults and K-12. The SLH follows their example to train new fluent 

adults, deliver quality education to children, and record Elders in Canada.   

At SLH, we are very lucky to have excellent N̓syilxčn̓ curriculum (six N̓syilxčn̓ textbooks 

produced by the SSoS and the Paul Creek Language Association) which follows best practices in 

language teaching, is comprehensive, and designed to be taught by learners who learn as they 

teach (Johnson 2014; Peterson et al. 2020). Periodically, we document our success as a roadmap 

for other activists to follow (Johnson 2017a,b,c). We also create Elders stories, our literature, as a 

benefit to learners and our nation, iʔ ƛ̓x̌əx̌ƛ̓x̌aptət iʔ smy̓may̓s I, II, III, IV, V, & VI (Elders Stories 

I, II, III, IV, V, and VI) (Johnson et al. 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020). The publications and 

audio files can be downloaded at www.thelanguagehouse.ca, (click Elder Recordings).  

1.1 About the stories 

Our language is critically endangered, meaning there are fewer than 50 fluent N̓syilxčn̓-speaking 

Elders remaining. Some fluent Elders estimate the number is closer to 20. Colonization greatly 

impacted our self-governance, well-being, health, education, family structure, and community 

governance, and only recently are Indigenous organizations springing up to fill the gap between 

federal leadership and grassroots activism. A new generation of learners is stepping forward to 

become speakers and creating professional Indigenous associations like SLH, TKI, and SSoS. 

Our publications are for them. The stories are a gift to learners from our fluent Elders. 

Each year the SLH and fluent Elder partners share stories in a published volume. We are very 

lucky to have twelve Elders, all living in Canada, partner with us. Our heartfelt gratitude goes to 

the dozen Elders who continue to trust us to record their stories, including K̓ninm̓tm̓ taʔ nq̓ʷic̓tn̓ 

Grouse Barnes, C̓alúpa Adam Gregoire, Kʷuxaʔstmínaʔ Victor Antoine, Sʕamtíc̓aʔ Sarah 

Peterson, Cwy̓ləx Thomas Pierre, Saláwaʔt Tony Qualtier, Ułxaníc̓a Larry Kenoras, Q̓iyusálxqn̓ 

Herman Edward, Qʷəl̓mnal̓qs Theresa Ann Terbasket, Qʷayxn̓mítkʷ Jane Stelkia, Snm̓ptp̓íc̓aʔ 

Theresa Dennis, K̓ʷuykʷi Joe McGinnis, and my dear friend twiʔ (the late) Kiʔláwnaʔ Andrew 

McGinnis. It is our privilege to have now shared six publications. Our Elders are a precious 

resource and patient and gifted storytellers. In recent years, our partner SSoS has been helping to 

transcribe the stories and incorporating them into the upper levels of N̓syilxčn̓ curriculum. 

Our language has a history dating back to the ‘60s of linguistic recordings and transcriptions. 

The SLH publications share oral narratives in literary form without linguistic analysis or English 

translation. The volumes are designed for intermediate to advanced learners. Vocabulary, 

definitions, and notes are aimed at an intermediate level, specifically for learners who have 

completed the first four of six textbooks of the SSoS (Paul Creek) Curriculum: N̓səl̓xčin 1, 

Čaptíkʷł 1, N̓səl̓xčin 2, and Čaptíkʷł 2 (download at www.interiorsalish.com).  

The story presented here was recorded by Xátma Sqilxʷ Flynn Wetton, under direction from 

Michele Johnson with Audacity software and a Yeti microphone. Each Elders publication shares 

30 to 50 stories, approximately five hours of N̓syilxčn̓ narratives. The Elders choose the stories 

they want to share, including personal narratives, traditional knowledge, cultural material, and 

humour.  

In our Elders books, each story provides a title, the speaker’s name, the location and date of 

the recording, the transcriber’s name, and the length of the recording in minutes (this is known as 

the metadata). The archiving strategy is designed to be transparent and shareable. We hope 

multiple contributors will contact us and adopt this strategy and share resources widely and 

freely. All materials are creative commons. The time for language hoarding has passed. Stories 

are provided with a vocabulary list and notes in English. Occasional footnotes are provided when 

http://www.thelanguagehouse.ca/
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the Elder made a gesture or added clarification. I encourage N̓syilxčn̓ teachers to assign the 

incomplete transcriptions as homework to intermediate students. Second-pass transcriptions and 

updated spellings are provided in future editions.  

The road to language revitalization has many steps and our work is not done; we welcome 

assistance (financial, technical, or otherwise), encouragement, and volunteers. Please share 

comments, stories, or support: michelekjohnson@gmail.com.  

All errors are our own. As mid-intermediate to advanced speakers, our transcribers make 

characteristic writing errors. Listening and transcribing greatly helps us in our language and 

culture learning. Each year we find ourselves more skilled at listening and transcribing. We are 

grateful to our Elders for encouraging us. We continue to record and transcribe Elders and train 

learners through our adult fluency program in the SLH and partner program in Spokane. The SLH 

students were proud to listen to some of these stories in class and assist with transcriptions.  

The SLH adult fluency program graduated its first four-year cohort of advanced speakers in 

June 2019. These eight learners helped with editing a previous book during the final months of 

their four-year intensive adult fluency program. It is our great pride and joy to share these 

recordings with adult students who are passionate to learn from the teachings in N̓syilxčn̓. This 

work is ongoing. New learners continue to thrive at SLH, TKI, and SSoS.  

To find out about the SLH intensive adult fluency program and the TKI immersion nest, 

please visit www.thelanguagehouse.ca. To learn more about SSoS, please visit 

www.salishschoolofspokane.org.  

2 N̓syilxčn̓ stories 

This paper shares a story from K̓ninm̓tm̓ taʔ n̓q̓ʷic̓tn̓ Grouse Barnes that was recorded in 2016 

(Johnson et. al 2016). K̓ninm̓tm̓ taʔ n̓q̓ʷic̓tn̓ shared 14 stories that year. The story in this article is 

a prayer for seven generations.  

2.1 sisp̓lk̓ iʔ sʕax̌ʷíptət  

Narrated by K̓ninm̓tm̓ taʔ n̓q̓ʷic̓tn̓ Grouse Barnes 

March 21, 2016, Westbank, BC  

Recorded by Xaʔtma Sqilxʷ Flynn Wetton, with vocab notes 

Transcribed by Q̓ʷłm̓tal̓qs Christina Hardwick 

9 mins.  00 sec. 

 

way̓ iʔ p isnəqsilxʷ, ƛ̓x̌əx̌ƛ̓x̌ap, yʕaʕát sw̓it. iskʷíst K̓ninm̓tm̓ taʔ n̓q̓ʷic̓tn̓, isáma skʷist, Wilfred 

Barnes. kn̓ tl̓ stqatqʷłníw̓t. kn̓ taq̓młʔúpn̓kst əł mus spin̓tk. nax̌m̓ł, k̓l̓ ispuʔús xʷumt̓i kn̓ 

ʔaslʔúpn̓kst əł naqs spin̓tk.  

yʕayʕát stim̓ əčk̓ʷulstn̓ uł yʕayʕát k̓aʔkín̓, k̓l̓ kiʔláw̓náʔ km̓ iʔ k̓l̓ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷtət kn̓ k̓w̓sk̓ʕam̓. 

kʷuʔ x̌lits iʔ k̓l̓ sílxʷa səxʷmaʔmáyaʔm̓ ixíʔ sʔums iʔ k̓l̓ sáma skʷist, Okanogan College. uł kn̓ 

xʷuy̓ iklíʔ uł kmusməs iʔ ylylmíxʷm̓ tl̓ n̓ʔiƛ̓ltk kiʔ čxʷuy̓y̓əl̓x. kʷaʔ ixíʔ iklíʔ, mat iʔ sn̓k̓ʷulmn̓s 

ixíʔ iʔ k̓l̓ k̓ast uł mar̓wiʔ iʔ k̓l̓ siw̓łkʷ. uł taʔlíʔ k̓ast iʔ k̓l̓ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷ iʔ k̓
̓
l̓ siw̓łkʷ, iʔ k̓l̓ qaqxʷlx. 

taʔlíʔ paʔpaʔsílxəlx uł kn̓ n̓stils n̓ƛ̓l̓ƛ̓litkʷ ixíʔ iʔ qaqxʷlx. yʕayʕát stim̓ iʔ k̓l̓ siwłkʷ, ƛ̓lal̓. (1 min. 

36 sec.) 

uł ixíʔ čxʷuy̓y̓əl̓x uł maʔmáy̓aʔs ixíʔ k̓l̓ yʕayʕát swit, iʔ k̓l̓ college. kʷu nix̌l̓ uł k̓łk̓aʔk̓ʷipn̓tn̓ 

ixíʔ uł kn̓ k̓ʕam̓. uł ixíʔ iʔ sk̓ʕan̓čút. ixíʔ k̓l̓ sisp̓lk̓ iʔ k̓l̓ sʕax̌ʷíptət. kn̓ k̓ʕam̓, uł kn̓ k̓ʕam̓ iʔ k̓l̓ 

siw̓łkʷ. čaʔkʷ kič iklíʔ, uł čaʔkʷ iʔ siw̓łkʷ, čaʔkʷ t̓i x̌ʕal, uł taʔlíʔ x̌ast ixíʔ t siw̓st. ixíʔ lut ʕapnáʔ 

uł t̓ sxʷuy̓s. nax̌m̓ł kn̓ k̓ʕam̓ uł sisp̓lk̓ ixíʔ sʕax̌ʷíps, čaʔkʷ t̓i x̌ʕal. čaʔkʷ ixíʔ sʕax̌ʷíy̓ptət čmistísəl̓x 

mailto:michelekjohnson@gmail.com
http://www.thelanguagehouse.ca/
http://www.salishschoolofspokane.org/
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čǎʔkʷ čačʕalxəl̓x uł čaʔkʷ siw̓stxəl̓x uł k̓ʕám̓ iʔ k̓l̓ siw̓łkʷ. uł ʔičkn̓ iʔ k̓l̓ siwłkʷ, ixíʔ iʔ sk̓ʕan̓čút. t̓i 

ixíʔ k̓l̓ siw̓łkʷ uł iʔ k̓l̓ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷ. čaʔkʷ ixíʔ iʔ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷ čaʔkʷ x̌ast ixíʔ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷ. (2 min. 56 

sec.)  

kn̓ stil̓s yʕayʕát sčaʔáqʷ ixíʔ łə k̓ʷəčk̓ʷčtwilx iʔ x̌y̓ałnx̌ʷ uł yʕayʕát x̌ʷʕap* (xʷak̓ʷ) ixíʔ iʔ 

supúlaʔxʷ, uł ixí sc̓lc̓al, uł ixíʔ sw̓xʷaps. ixíʔ sw̓xʷaps ixíʔ sc̓lc̓al̓ uł yʕayʕát kʷu k̓səstiʔst ixíʔ iʔ 

sw̓xʷap taʔlíʔ sílxʷaʔ. uł kn̓ k̓ʕam̓ čaʔkʷ ixíʔ sc̓lc̓al putí ilíʔ. putí ilíʔ k̓l̓ sn̓ʔamʔímaʔtət sisp̓lk̓ 

sʕax̌ʷíptət. ixíʔ isk̓ʕan̓čút. ixíʔ nixʷ ixíʔ k̓n̓k̓nusəs. čaʔkʷ xʷʔit, puti xʷʔit. ixíʔ paʔpaʔlʕác̓a, iʔ 

sƛ̓aʔčínm̓, iʔ pw̓alxkn̓, yʕayʕát stim̓ ixíʔ taʔlíʔ łaʔám̓ k̓l̓ mnim̓łtət kʷaʔ kʷu syilx uł kʷu sqilxʷ. 

kʷaʔ ixíʔ n̓ʔak̓ʷúlmn̓tət. ixíʔ sx̌w̓stím̓ ixíʔ sƛ̓aʔčínm̓, uł ixíʔ x̌w̓stim̓, ixíʔ n̓t̓y̓t̓y̓ix. uł ilíʔ kʷu k̓ʷulm̓ 

t x̌ast. kʷu tixʷm̓ t mr̓im̓stn̓, kʷu t̓ixʷm̓ t sp̓iƛ̓m̓, t c̓x̌lúsaʔ. yʕat stim əčk̓ʷulstm̓ t x̌ast. (4 min. 35 

sec.) 

kn̓ stils inčá, kn̓ stil̓s taʔlí kʷu papút iʔ k̓l̓ tmixʷ, iʔ k̓l̓ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷ, iʔ k̓l̓ siw̓łkʷ. ixíʔ čk̓ʕastím̓ 

ixíʔ. uł kn̓ k̓ʕam̓ uł kn̓ way̓, uł n̓mičíntn̓ ixíʔ iʔ kl̓ y̓lmíxʷm̓ tl̓ n̓ʔiƛ̓ltk. uł ixíʔ kʷu tkʷinksəs uł kʷuʔ 

čus, “taʔlíʔ x̌ast ask̓ʕančút.” kʷaʔ ixíʔ, lut ixíʔ t x̌ast ixíʔ k̓l̓ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷtət. way̓ k̓səstwilx. uł kʷuʔ 

čus, taʔlíʔ qʷn̓qʷan̓t ixíʔ iʔ qaqxʷlx, taʔlíʔ qʷn̓qʷan̓t iʔ siw̓łkʷ, uł iʔ tm̓xʷulaʔxʷ. (5 min. 34 sec.) 

łə pəx̌ʷmn̓čut uł n̓kn̓kn̓činəl̓x ixíʔ iʔ n̓ty̓ty̓ix ixiʔ iʔ siw̓łkʷ. yʕayʕát stim̓ k̓səstwilx. ixíʔ 

əčk̓ʷul̓stm̓ aláʔ l̓ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷ ixíʔ sn̓k̓ʕan̓čút, čaʔkʷ taʔlíʔ x̌ast. čaʔkʷ sisp̓lk̓ iʔ sʕax̌ʷíptət čaʔkʷ putí 

x̌ast iʔ siw̓łkʷ, putí x̌ast iʔ tmixʷ, putí x̌ast iʔ nt̓y̓t̓y̓ix. ixíʔ k̓n̓k̓nusəs. uł čaʔkʷ kʷu syilx, čaʔkʷ kʷu 

ləx̌ʷtiw̓s iʔ k̓l̓ tmixʷ, uł aʔ čmistím̓ čaʔkʷ t̓a čk̓aʔkín̓ mi kn̓xitn̓tm̓ ixíʔ yʕayʕát stim̓. (6 min. 29 

sec.) 

kʷaʔ kn̓ stil̓s inčá, čaʔkʷ ixíʔ tmixʷ, čaʔkʷ lut kʷu alá, ixíʔ kʷu sqilxʷ, lut kʷu alá, kʷu iʔ sáma. 

uł taʔlíʔ čƛ̓aʔƛ̓aʔstís ixíʔ iʔ k̓ast ixíʔ k̓l̓ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷ. čaʔkʷ ixíʔ iʔ k̓nk̓nusəs uł yʕayʕát stim ixíʔ 

tmixʷ čaʔkʷ xʷlal̓ t x̌ast, lut kʷu łə alá. (6 57) 

ixíʔ čƛ̓aʔƛ̓aʔstím̓, inčá, kʷaʔ in̓x̌mín̓k, in̓x̌mínk inčá, čaʔkʷ iʔ sʕax̌ʷíp. yʕayʕát kʷ isnəqsilxʷ, 

čaʔkʷ yʕayʕát iʔ snəqsilxʷtət, iʔ sʕax̌ʷíptət, čaʔkʷ xʷl̓al̓ t x̌ast. čaʔkʷ ƛ̓ix̌x̌pt t x̌ast. čaʔkʷ čmistís iʔ 

k̓nk̓nusəs ixíʔ iʔ nt̓y̓t̓y̓ix. uł ixíʔ iʔ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷ. uł ixíʔ aʔ čłəxʷłəxʷn̓čut čaʔkʷ t x̌ast. uł iʔ 

tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷ x̌səstwilx. kn̓ stil̓s ixíʔ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷ taʔlíʔ əčq̓il̓t, kʷaʔ ixíʔ iʔ k̓l̓ suyápix. kn̓ n̓stil̓s. (7 

min. 53 sec.)  

kʷaʔ ixíʔ isk̓ʕan̓čút ixíʔ sk̓laxʷ kn̓ stil̓s, nax̌m̓ł axá iʔ syilx uł iʔ sʔw̓knaqín uł iʔ snəqsilxʷtət, 

taʔlíʔ łaʔám̓ ixíʔ iʔ k̓n̓k̓n̓usəs ixíʔ iʔ n̓t̓y̓ty̓ix, uł iʔ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷ. ixíʔ aʔ čłəxʷłəxʷn̓tim̓, taʔliʔ x̌ast. 

ixíʔ čk̓ʕaʔstim̓ ixíʔ kn̓ stil̓s čakʷ kʷu ʕ̓ačm̓ iʔ k̓l̓ spuʔústət uł t̓a čk̓líʔ kʷu t̓i x̌ilm̓. cǎʔkʷ kn̓xitn̓tm̓ 

ixíʔ yʕayʕát čaʔkʷ mi x̌stwilx iʔ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷ. uł ixíʔ əčxʷaʔxʷistəl̓x ixíʔ iʔ k̓l̓ tm̓xʷúlaʔxʷtət. ixíʔ iʔ 

sn̓k̓ʕančútn̓tət. ixíʔ lut kʷu knánaqs. ixíʔ taʔlíʔ kʷu łaʔám̓ iʔ k̓l̓ tmixʷ. 

way̓ ixíʔ put ʕapnáʔ. lim̓lm̓t iʔ p isnəqsílxʷ. way̓. (9 min. 00 sec.) 

2.2 Vocabulary 

stqatqʷłníw̓t      ‘Westbank, BC’ 

ńƛ̓lƛ̓litkʷ       ‘everything in the water died’ 

k̓łk̓aʔk̓ʷipn̓tn̓      ‘open’ 

k̓l̓ sisp̓lk̓ iʔ k̓l̓ sʕax̌ʷíptət   ‘for seven generations’ 

x̌ʷʕap        ‘clean, or dry’1 

k̓səstiʔst       ‘not going well’ (i.e. a forest fire) 

k̓n̓k̓nusəs      ‘four-legged long nosed animal’ 

 
1 Sʔímlaʔxʷ asked Grouse Barnes what x̌ʷʕap meant (July 8, 2020). He was unsure, it may mean ‘dry’, or 

he may have meant to say xʷuk̓ʷ, as in ‘clean the land’. 
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łaʔám̓        ‘close to’ 

sx̌w̓stím̓      ‘dry something’ 

n̓kn̓kn̓činəl̓x     ‘poison’ 

čłəxʷłəxʷn̓čut      ‘air we breathe’ 

2.3 Notes 

Recorded in 2016 by K̓ninm̓tm̓ taʔ nq̓ʷic̓tn’s son, Xatma Sqilxʷ. Published untranscribed in 

Elders II by the Syilx Language House. Transcription completed by Christina Hardwick for 

inclusion in N̓səl̓xčin̓ Curriculum, Salish School of Spokane in 2019. Submitted as a literary form 

to UBCWPL July 10, 2020. Audio can be found at www.thelanguagehouse.ca, click Elder 

Recordings.  

3 Conclusion 

All of our works are creative commons, which means that any person can copy and use them to 

learn from. The authors encourage collaborators, students and linguists to contact us 

(michelekjohnson@gmail.com), to use the recordings as transcription practice, and to contribute 

to our language. You are more than welcome to visit the SLH, TKI and SSoS immersion schools.  

 

ixíʔ.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

K̓ninm̓tm̓ taʔ n̓q̓ʷic̓tn̓  

http://www.thelanguagehouse.ca/
mailto:michelekjohnson@gmail.com
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